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In this raw and relatable romance, Bea learns that some things just cant be controlled. When Bea meets Beck,
she knows instantly that he's her kind of crazy. Sweet, strong, kinda-messed-up Beck understands her like no

one else can. He makes her feel almost normal. He makes her feel like she could fall in love again. But
despite her feelings for Beck, Bea can't stop thinking about someone else: a guy who is gorgeous and

magnetic...and has no idea Bea even exists. But Bea knows a lot about him. She spends a lot of time watching
him. She has a journal full of notes. Some might even say she's obsessed. Bea tells herself she's got it all

under control. But this isn't a choice, it's a compulsion. The truth is, she's breaking down...and she might end
up breaking her own heart.

Obsessive Compulsive Disorder. In this raw and wellcrafted Kirkus Reviews romance Bea learns that some
things just cant be controlled. Forced to undergo group therapy Bea doesnt feel that she has obsessive

compulsive disorder. She is going to therapy and starts group therapy.

Ocd And Love

Thanks to Data a Love Story their odds just got a whole lot better. Obsessive Compulsive Disorder OCD. Its a
painful read one that actually sort of grated on my brain. In this book Bea is a high school senior who

develops a number of compulsions following a traumatic event. 1 Article 59. by Corey Ann Haydu. I can
spend literally half of the day searching for answers or similar stories on line. Bea has OCD. Im thrilled to

recommend one of my favorite 2013 debuts OCD Love Story by Corey Ann Haydu.
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